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RARE RES DC95.A2N6 1383 
Bernard de La Iurade, Notarial Register  
France  s. XIV4/4 
 
CONTENT   
Volume I, ff.1-58, of two volumes. Contains registers of legal acts of various nature: 
wills, marriage contracts, sales, etc, by the notary Bernard de la Iurade (or Turade), c. 
1393.  
 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION  
 
Paper. Latin. Multiple scribes. 1 loose leaf, 3 quires I-II24; III9. Bound. Dimensions of 
folio 23 cm X 15.1 cm. text dimensions 18.5 cm X 13.6 cm. Text varies in length. 
Cursive script in several different hands. Text varies from brown to black ink. Some 
interlinear and marginal gloss. Text crossed out in a few places (ff. 31r, 41r, 41v, 46v, 
47r). Stitching lower corner of f. 31. 
 
BINDING 
Parchment reused, with French label. Two leaves facing each other, text can be seen 
where parchment is becoming unstuck. In the center of the front cover are the words Є/  
No Є/Bernard Iurade no(ta)re.  Leather tab sewn to the bottom interior of front cover reads 
“1383-1383 Bernard de la Turade no(ta)re Є Mo Є  no. Є.” The two volumes of Bernard 
were published in 1383 and 1393; the earlier date recorded on the tab here would suggest 
this volume is the first. Back cover, outer edge of parchment folded and stitched together 
with fragments of parchment ties in the upper, middle, and lower edges of the interior 
cover. Cover damaged, holes in the front and on the spine, and quires sewn to the cover, 
threads pierce the exterior and continue to the interior on two places on the spine.  
The text is written in rapid cursive hands- taken down as notes, depositions, or minutes, 
or to make first drafts. Each document bears the note “Instrumentum factum est” or 
“grossatum est factum.”i This means that the document has been copied. Most likely this 
means that a copy has been made and distributed elsewhere, for instance a will may be 
copied roughly and given to the testator or beneficiary.ii 
PROVENANCE  
Gold sticker inside front cover of William Franklin Fratcher. Gifted to the University in 
1983. iii 
 
 
i María Milagros Cárcel Ortí (ed.), Vocabulaire International de la Diplomatique (2a ed.) (València: Unversitat de 
València, 1997), 41.  
ii From Special Collections Provenance Archive, not yet processed.  
iii From Special Collections Provenance Archive, not yet processed.  
